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PHUENIX —:- Users

working

with the Multics Data Base Manager (MDBH) just introduced by
Honeywell Information Systems
can have the best of two worlds,
according to the vendor: they
can utilize a network or hier-

archical

approach

with

some

data bases; .a relational approach

with others.
..
Permitting the use of the two

Mullins system.
MDBH is said to consist of an

integrated set of functions, callable from any of the major late
guages available in the Hollies
environment, including Coho],

Fortran and PLII. These functions support the description
and processing of data bases of
varying area and organisations,
Full Range of Capabilities

data base system is being chosen.

But the dual support has a
demand of its own: it only oper-

Multics storage system and are
protected by all the security
features inherent in the Multics
virtual memory environ merit, he

resents

searched

ties such as sets and relations;
data base operations are precisely speciﬁed through expressions of first—order predicate cal-

and

manipulated

through procedure calls.
Schema, Suhehema Support
Support for schemas that de-

The users‘ choice of approach
to individual date bases is con:-

scribe the data base and sub-

schemas

that

represent

user

trolled by the Multics Integrated

Data Store {HIDS} subsystem,
for networks or hierarchies, or
the Multics Relational Data

Store {MRDS}, for relational
work in which the links between
data fields are defined within the

Included in HDBM is a full
range of data base retrieval and
update capabilities with facilities
to provide a “large degree“ of
data independence, a spokesman

lionships by means of record
and set types, which can be

added.

Honeywell noted.

approaches applied individually

to the user‘s data bases resolves
the problem of having to decide
between the approaches when a

said. Data bases reside within the

views provide the separation
needed to protect the data and
the user from each other, as one
observer noted.
In addition to supporting schemas and subschemas, HIDS
backs the opening of a data base

program rather than ahead of
for protected or concurrent up

time.

data

relationships

by

means of formal algebraic enti-

culus, Honeywell added.
In a relational approach, the

interface between data base and
user is achieved through use of a
data model describing the base
and data submodels describing

various user views of the base,
the spokesman explained.

MRDS users have a range of
facilities similar to those of the

date or retrieval, searching oper-

HIDS user for opening, storing,

Integrated Data Store {lDSlll}

ations guided by “powerful" re»
cord selection espreSsions, and

updating and retrieving data
from a data base, he added.

software

late

basic file maintenance facilities.

1935, HIDE represents data rela-

HRDE, on the other hand, rcp-

The complete MDBM rents for
$533fmo., Honeywell said.

Clearly an outgrowth of the
introduced

in

